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About This Game

Survive the ancient temples of Zuma, the critically acclaimed action-puzzler from PopCap! Deep in the jungle lie hidden
temples bursting with traps and trickery, and it's up to you to uncover their treasures. Fire magical balls from your stone frog

idol to make matches of three or more and clear the deadly chain before it reaches the golden skull.

Explore all the temples — if you're good, you’ll rack up huge combos and special bonuses that'll help you on your way. But
think fast and aim smart, or you'll be history in this action-packed puzzle challenge!
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3D accelerated graphics and effects.

Stunning sounds and tribal tunes.

Explore the Adventure mode and test your skills in Gauntlet mode.

Over 20 temples to explore!
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Title: Zuma Deluxe
Genre: Casual
Developer:
PopCap Games, Inc.
Publisher:
PopCap Games, Inc.
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2006
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I played this on console when it came out, had a few hundred hours on it.

I strongly recommend this game, it's an incredible action adventure from start to finish, with a combat system second to none.

It does have a downside, it has a very tedious story mode over the other DMC games, and involves way too much backtracking,
covering the same ground, reusage of assests, etc....

Still great regardless of this.

(DMC 3 SE is still my favorite. >.> ). DON'T BUY IS NOT FULL GAME. The game is not full it ends with a cliff hanger and
there is NO SEQUEL.
 It was a good game and there is quite a bit to it. However one of the comments posted a response from a Dev saying they ran
out of money and never finished the game or made a sequel.. I was loving this to begin with, the landscape is gorgeous and I
enjoyed exploring it.

Once that started wearing off you realize they really don't take advantage of the landscape. You come across cave after cave
with nothing in them, you go to an unexplored location and see the sack icon on top of a mountain range, so you grapple your
way up, find a cave up there and the sacks contain the most common items in the game.... It didn't feel like exploring was being
rewarded. The stuff happening around you as you explore is just the same stuff over and over. They pretty much took a couple
of things to do and just copy and pasted it around the map. Difficulty just means more or less of the same enemies you always
fight.

I only completed 20% of the game so I can't say if at some point it becomes interesting again but I just reached a point where I
couldn't care anymore.. Man, I remember so many late nights playing this game. Was a shot load of fun, esp when I would fly
drones over a sniper and detonate right behind them. So sad this entire company collapsed.

I recently managed to locate the dedicated server files and was thinking about putting up a server and hopefully finding maybe
10 or more people who would want a weekly game night for FFOW. I dont even see any dedicated servers available for rent
anymore so I doubt anyone plays much.

Any interest? Hit me up on steam.

BEWARE if you are buying this game: I remember single player was fun but there is NO multiplayer. You can start a LAN
game but there are NO BOTS to play against. So you better have friends pleb.. Poorly done solitaire game.
card deck is not well colored.
Very hard to grab cards, and snap cards.
No auto layout of non used cards. Achievements do not start at all..
All one can do is restart the game over and over again.

Oh, I forgot where are the poker chips, and where are the dice?
Casino????????????? Hmm!
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cool graphic
+ cow sensei have voice like raj from the bing bang theory (indian guy)
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- really bad camera settings
- you can easily skip levels texture have "holes"
- can't turn off sound
- ultra bad sense of humour
- very short champaign

2/10

only buy it on sale or bundle. Entertaining and funny at first it becomes boring after 5 minutes of gameplay. Just because
whatever you do.... ya die and that's all.
Expected more freedom and exploration.
The style is good. The contents - not so much.
. It had a great story early-mid game which made me play for hours to see what would happen next. I think that and the dialogue
between characters are the best aspects of the game. There were some grammatical errors (the typical your/you're) but still
understandable and not hard to read like how Grimoire Chronicles, another game by the same developers, is.

Good buildings and details on the maps but there are parts that have some sort of invisible blocks. The dungeons are nicely
done. There was one called a maze which really felt like one.

The game has 5 other characters that will join your party and near the end they will let you form your own team (although I
think there is a bug with Carmilla in the last town where if she is in your party and you reset it, she would still be there).

As for the battles, I have seen people talk about the paralyze effect. Yes, it is strong and can be abused to beat Dracula and the
final boss without taking damage from them. Similar gimmicks that can be abused are stun and poison. Personally, I prefered it
that way because I have enough with enemies dodging so many times (by the way, they can dodge even if they are paralyzed).

I found the bat that lets you fly around the world funny because you can challenge Dracula for the ez mode (beating him will
max level your party and give you more money that you can spend) and it's also possible to enter the final boss map before the
plot calls for it.

The addition of side quests was nice. They could be quite challenging and the rewards were useful too. I spent a little more than
10 hours to complete the main story and 11 side quests. Although, I do wish that there was a way to explore the map after the
ending because I didn't collect all the magic cards.

In the end, I think it was worth playing this game for the amount of money I spent on it (less than a dollar) and I will also be
playing the second game from this saga ('-')b. I laughed a whole bunch and had a really nice time. Super nice antedote to a mad
stressful day.. It definetly looks great but motion sickness is true. This "experience" has very un-optimized 3D for VR because
of high ammount distortions when looking over the places. Immersion just doesn't feel native for any VR use.

I would love to see the true game as natively VR supported, but as many other people states, to move only with teleportation.

To conclusion, i can't recommend to play this "experience" with such issues it now has.

 I used Oculus Rift CV1 with this one.. Finally fixed those horrible faces, look pretty have decent now. Actually quite like them
on viking types, good beards.
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